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Abstract-we introduce a stable numerical method for the identification of the diffusion coeffi- 
cient in a one-dimensional transport equation with advection, when noisy data at the active bound- 
ary and initial measured population density are given. This algorithm makes no assumption on the 
amount and/or character of the noise in the data. Several numerical examples are supplied to show 
the consistency of the scheme. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Parameter estimation continues to play an important role in modern science and technology. 
Many physical models include undetermined coefficients and the identification of these coefficients 
receive considerable attention in a variety of fields. Determining the dispersal of plants and 
animals in their environment is just one of many important applications that involve parameter 
estimation. For specific examples of modeling in the biological sciences, see [1,2]. 
Many parameter estimation problems are also inverse problems. For example, one may be 
interested in measuring the population density of a species in its habitat. However, due to 
possible physical limitations of the habitat, one may not be able to make these measurements 
directly. Under such circumstances, one must first measure the density at an interior point 
and then, from the measurements, predict the density throughout the habitat. Numerical space 
marching schemes along with some kind of regularization procedure have proven to be effective 
in solving such problems. 
The importance of dispersal among spatially distributed populations is well recognized. How- 
ever, the dynamics involved in modeling dispersal in population biology and ecology continue 
to present a challenge. It is difficult to determine what factors account for variation in popula- 
tion. These factors could include a nonhomogeneous habitat, interaction with another species, as 
well as nonrandom forces, turbulent diffusion. Also, note that, in this field, many mathematical 
models are crude representations for their physical counterparts, since the physical motion being 
modeled may or may not follow Fick’s law of diffusion [2]. It is not our intention to discuss the 
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properties or examples of applications in this field in detail-for a comprehensive account of the 
theory and references to many other applications, see [l-3]. 
The model most frequently encountered in ecology is that of passive diffusion 
‘ZLt = V(aVu) + f; 
where U(Z, y, t) is the population density, a is the diffusion constant, and f(z, y, t) is an exter- 
nal source. This model is especially appropriate in situations where a homogeneous habitat is 
assumed. 
The majority of models in math ecology treat variation as temporal only. However, if the 
habitat is spatially nonuniform, it is interesting to consider diffusion that takes this into account 
as well. In [4], Coles and Murio present a numerical space marching scheme based on discrete 
mollification for the identification of the spatially dependent diffusivity coefficient for this model 
applied to heat conduction, where transient measurements on the active boundary and the initial 
temperature distribution are given approximately. In [5], C o es 1 and Murio extend this work to 
simultaneously determine the diffusivity coefficient and the source under the assumption that the 
source is separable into spatial and temporal components. These algorithms do not require any 
information about the amount and/or characteristics of the noise in the data and the mollification 
parameters are chosen automatically at each step using the generalized cross validation (GCV) 
method. For general references to the GCV method, see [6,7]. 
Models that include both random and nonrandom dispersion explain the spatial distribution 
of many populations in biodiffusion. The general form of the one-dimensional advection-diffusion 
equation is 
where U(Z, t) is the population density, f(z, t) is a source/sink term, a(z) is the diffusion coef- 
ficient, and ZI(X, t) is the advection velocity. In biological systems, a species may act under the 
influence of many different forces. These may include a dispersive force associated with random 
movement, an attractive force induced by favorable aspects of an environment, as well as pop- 
ulation pressure due to the presence of another species [2]. In the above equation, the diffusion 
coefficient represents random movement and the advection velocity is associated with horizontal, 
nonrandom, movement toward favorable regions. 
In this paper, we will present a stable numerical space marching scheme based on discrete 
mollification to recover the diffusion coefficient, also referred to as the dispersal rate, together 
with the population density satisfying 
ut + (V(? t)u), = (4~)%),, O<e<l, o<t<1, 
u(O, t) = a(t), o<t<1, 
%(O, t) = L?(t), o<t<1, 
u(z, 0) = Y(Z), Olzll, 
o(0) = 71, 
where V(Z, t) is given approximately throughout the domain [0, l] x [0, 11. Note that this algorithm 
requires that second partial derivatives be approximated from noisy data. Approximating higher- 
order derivatives from noisy data is an inherently difficult problem and, at this time, there are 
no satisfactory algorithms in the literature for efficiently doing so. 
The paper is organized as follows: the mollification method, numerical differentiation, and 
several preliminary results will be presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the numerical space 
marching algorithm is specified. The stability and error estimates for the approach are also 
presented in this section. Section 4 contains several numerical examples of interest. 
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2. MOLLIFICATION 
The mollification method is a regularization procedure. Its description and several of its ap- 
plications can be found in [8]. In this chapter, we introduce the method of discrete mollification 
and several results pertaining to numerical differentiation. 
2.1. Discrete Mollification 
In order to define the &mollification of a discrete function, we define I = [0, 11 and K = 
{Xi : i = 1,2,... , M} C I satisfying 0 < 21 < x2 < . .. < XM 5 1. Let G = {gi}E1 be 
the discrete function defined on K. We further set SO = 0, sM = 1, and si = (l/2) (xi+1 + q) 
fori=1,2,..., M - 1. Then we define the b-mollification of G as a convolution with the Gaussian 
kernel 
/a(t) = 
7 tEI6, 
t 4 16, 
where 16 = [ -pS, $1, 6 > 0, p > 0, and A, = (s’, exp( -s2) ds)-' . That is, for every x E 16, 
&G(x) = 5 (1” ,4(x - 3) ds gi. 
i=l si-1 
2.2. Numerical Differentiation 
In this section, we discuss the stable approximation of the derivative of g by mollification 
method. Define the function G’ as a perturbed discrete version of the function g. That is, 
let G’ = {gi + ei : ]ci] < E, i = 1,2,. . . , M}, where E is the maximum noise level. 
Let Do and Di denote the first and second centered difference operators, respectively, where 
Do +$ndD; x &. We define Dof(x) = (f(x + Ax) - f(~ - Ax))/(2Ax) and Dg_f(x) = 
(f(a: + Ax) - 2f(z) + f(x - Ax))/(Ax)~ on & = [p6 + Ax, 1 - pS - Ax]. 
The following lemma, establishes the numerical convergence of centered difference discrete 
mollified differentiation for a hxed 6. 
LEMMA 2.1. If g is uniformly Lips&its on I and the discrete functions G and G’ satisfy ]JG - 
G’]loo,~ 5 c, then there exist constants C and C, such that 
IIJ& - WI oo,ls 5 CCC + Ax), 
and 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 can be found in [9]. 
We define the discrete mollified centered difference D;(G) = Do(J~G)I~,~~, by restricting 
Do(JaG) to the grid points of & 17 K. The next theorem states that Dg is bounded. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a constant C such that 
The proof of this theorem can also be found in [9]. 
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3. THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM 
The problem is to identify the diffusion coefficient, a(z), and population density, ~(2, t), for 
all (CC, t) throughout the domain [0, l] x [0, l] from measured approximations of a(t), P(t), y(z), 
and Q satisfying 
Ut + (v(x, t)2L)+ =(4x)%!)z, O<x<l, o<t<1, 
40, t) = 4% o<t<1, 
40, t) = P(t), oltll, 
4x7 0) = Y(X), Olsll, 
40) = 77, 
where v(x, t) is known approximately throughout the domain [0, l] x [0, 11. 
Notice that cy, p, y, and 77 are not known exactly. The available data aC, ,P, Ye, and 7’ for CY, 
p, y, and 77, respectively, are discrete noisy functions with maximum noise level E. 
We make the following assumption in order to develop a stable numerical marching scheme to 
recover a(X). 
ASSUMPTION 3.1. For all x E [0, 11, there exist positive constants E and C such that 
We begin by stabilizing the problem using mollification. In this regularization process, a 
&mollification is performed on each of the available data functions, cP, p’, and Ye. Note that 
B-mollifications of (Ye and p’ are taken with respect to t using 60 and 66, respectively. The 
&mollifications of y’ is taken with respect to x using $0. 
The following numerical marching scheme, along with the mollification method, are applied 
in order to estimate u(x) and 6(x, t) throughout [0, l] x [0, l], where fi(x, t) is the regularized 
population density. 
3.1. The Numerical Space Marching Scheme 
Let M and N be positive integers, Ax = h = l/M, At = k = l/N, xi = ih, i = 0, 1, . . . , M, 
and t, = nk, n = 0, 1, . . , N. Also, let 
q(ih, nk) = a(ih&(ih, nk) - w(ih, nk)C(ih, nk). 
We introduce the following discrete functions: 
Rr the discrete approximation to fi(ih, nk), 
Qy the discrete approximation to q(ih, nk), 
IV? the discrete approximation to ti,(ih, nk), 
A, the discrete approximation to a(ih), 
lJi the discrete approximation to ii(ih, 0), 
TJf the discrete approximation to & fi(ih, 0), 
UFx the discrete approximation to & ii(ih, 0). 
Analogous to Assumption 3.1, we suppose the following. 
ASSUMPTION 3.2. For all i = 0, 1, . . . , M, there exist positive constants & and Cl such that 
I4 2 6 > 0 and IV L I1 > 0. 
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The space marching algorithm is defined as follows. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Set A0 = q’. 
Select 60, SG, and 80, 
Perform mollification of cy’ and p’. Set: 
l R; = J6,,aE(nk), 
l Q; = A0 . &;P’(nk) - ~(0, nk) . Js,ae(nk). 
Perform mollified differentiation in time of Ja,,cr”(nk). Set: 
. IV; = Dt(Js,a’)(nk). 
Perform mollified differentiation in space of Js, y’(ih). Set: 
0 vi = J&y’(ih), 
. UC = D,(&~‘)(ih), 
. q= = D:GJW). 
In Step (6), we define a numerical marching scheme in space. 
Initialize i = 0. Do while i 5 M - 1. 
a. QF+i = Qy + hW,“. 
b. Ry+L,, = Ry + (h/Ai) (Qy + v(ih,nk)R~). 
c. Ai+l = Ai + (h/U;) (W,p + 2 v(ih, O)Ui + v(ih, O)UT - AiUfi”). 
d. Select &+I. 
e. Perform mollified differentiation in time of RT+tl. Set: 
Wzr;i = Dt (&i+$:+i) . 
f. Set i = i + 1. 
3.2. Stability Analysis 
In the following arguments, we denote lY,l = max, lyi”l and llYllco = maxi lYi,l. Also, let 
)6/__, = mini(@, $0, S,), where )6)_, < 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. STABILITY. If Assumption 3.2 holds, then there exists a constant Cc such that 
m~URd~ IQLI , IALII < exp(G) m=Vhl, l&01, I&l). 
PROOF. From the steps provided in the above marching scheme, we can find the following upper 
bounds on I&+i(, IQi+ll, and lAi+ll. 
Applying Theorem 2.2, there exists a constant C such that 
Iwit I & I&l. 
Thus, 
I&i+11 i IQil + hlWl I IQil + E l&l. 
Under Assumption 3.2, 
Pi+11 I IRil + ; (I&i1 + Il4c&l). 
For the diffusion coefficient, 
k-L+11 I I4 + ; IWil+ I4 
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Then, 
max{‘Ri+r’ , I&i+11 , l&+11) I (1 + COG) m=Wil, I&i’, IAl). 
Calculating L iterations, 
m={lkl , IQLI , I&I) 5 Cl+ C~h)~m=Whl, l&01 ,IAol> 
I =dCo) max Wol , l&01, lAoI). 
Thus, the numerical marching scheme is stable. 
3.3. Error Estimates 
We begin with the definition of the error functions. The error of approximate discrete func- 
tion Yin, denoted Axn, is the absolute difference between the approximate discrete function and 
the regularized discrete function that it is approximating. That is, 
AR: = Ry - fi(ih, nlc), 
AQY = Qa - q(ih, nk), 
and 
AAi = Ai - a(ih). 
Let Ai = max{‘ARi’, ‘AQi’, ‘AAil}. 
THEOREM 3.4. If Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold, then there exists a constant Cc such that 
AL 5 exp(Co)(Ac + E + Ic). 
PROOF. Define Cb = maxi{Ca;, Cz,,, (7~~) where Cd,,*, Cz,, and Cgi represent the upper bound, 
in magnitude, of higher-order derivatives of the convolution kernels corresponding to the radii of 
mollification Sz, $0, and &, respectively, i = 0, 1, . . . , M. Neglecting the effect of the 6 mollification 
on the already mollified solution ii and its partial derivative dt, the error estimates for Ry+,, QF+,,, 
and Ai+l follow. 
‘AR?+,,] = IW + h(ch + dw(ih,nk))l, 
where 
AQ1 
@jl = Ai 
q(ih, nk)AAi 
Aia(ih) ’ 
and 
AR1 
42 = Ai 
fi(ih, nk)AAi 
Aia(ih) ’ 
Applying Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, 
l41l I PQTI + “~“&W’ 
El EG 
and 
Thus, 
l42l I ‘AR?’ + Il%x ‘AAil 
El EEl . 
IA&+1 I I ‘A& + Ch( ‘AQi’ + ‘ARi’ + ‘A/&‘). 
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Also, 
AQ;+,, = AQ; + h (Dt (Js,R;) - %(A, nk)) . 
Applying Lemma 2. I, 
I& (Ja,R:) - iit(ih,nk)j I j$- (IA&l + h + k) + Cs(h + k)? 
00 
Hence. 
lAQi+ll I PQiI + ,(-_; -(IA&l + k) + hCsk2 + 0 (h2). 
For the diffusion coefficient, 
where 
w1 = Dt (J&‘) - Mih,O) _ i&(ih, 0) (Uz” - & ii(ih,O)) 
ut UF & ii(ih, 0) ’ 
w2 = Ui - fi(ih, 0) _. ii(ih, 0) (Uz” - & fi(ih, 0)) 
Uf U; & fi(ih, 0) ’ 
and 
AA.U- 
w3 = 22+ 
a(ih) (Utz - & C(ih,O)) a(ih) & ii(ih, 0) (Vi” - j$ ii(ih, 0)) 
- 
UF Uf U; & ii(ih, 0) 
According to Lemma 2.1, 
IUi - ii(ih, O)l 5 C(E + h), 
u: - ; C(ih,O) I ,6;, (c + h) + C,h2, 
Uy - & ii(ih,O) I & (E + h) + Csh2, 
and 
IDt (A;@) - G(ih,O)l I +-_ (lAR:l+h+k) +Csk2 
Therefore, 
(IA&l + E + h + k) + C‘s (h2 + k2) , 
and 
lAAi+lI I IA&I + lbym - (IA&l + IAAiI + E + k) + hCs (k2) + 0 (h2) . 
If Co = max{C/lS/?,, Cs}, then 
Ai+1 = m={lA&+ll ,lAQi+ll , lAAi+ll} 
I (I+ Coh) (m={IARil , IAQiI , IA&l}) + Coh(e + k) 
= (1 + Cob) Ai + COh(c + k). 
Calculating L iterations, 
AL I (1 + Coh)L (Ao + E + k) 
Iexp(Co)(Ao+e+k). 
Since A0 5 (C/lSl+,) (E + h + k), for fixed 6, as E, h, and k tend to 0 so does AL. 
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section, we discuss several examples of interest. The discretized measured approxi- 
mations of the initial and boundary data are modeled by adding random errors to exact data 
functions. In all of the examples, the parameter p, that is discussed in Section 2.1, is chosen 
to be 3. This value is appropriate, since the difference between ps when p = 3 and p > 3 is 
insignificant. Also, for each example, the radii of mollification, 6, is chosen automatically at each 
step using the GCV method without any information about the amount and/or character of the 
noise in the data. 
The error in the diffusion coefficient, a(z), is measured by relative weighted 12-norms defined 
by 
[ 
(l/(M + 1)) i$O IAi - W)12] 
i/s 
[(l/&f + 1)) i ]u(W] 1’2 
The error in the population density is determined in a similar fashion. 
According to [2,10], leptokurtic distributions are often observed in the spatial distribution of 
insects. A distribution is leptokurtic if its tails are fatter than those of a corresponding normal 
distribution. Many scientist have also observed that the variance of insect displacement increases 
more rapidly in the beginning of dispersal, slows its rate of increase as time progresses, and 
approaches a fixed value [2]. 
In the following examples, the spatial density distribution is of the form uc expecZk, where x is 
the distance from where the insects are released and c = l/~a(t). The kurtosis can be calculated 
by r(l/s)r(s/k)/r(3/k)“. For a normal distribution, k = 2 and kurtosis = 3 and for a leptokurtic 
distribution, k < 2 and kurtosis > 3. 
EXAMPLE 1. Identify a(~) and u(qt) satisfying 
w + (4x, q’lL1, = (+:)4z, O<Z<l, o<t<1, 
qo,q = 1, o<t<1, 
z&(0, t) = - 
1 
2 - l/(1 + t) ’ 
o<t<1, 
u(2,O) = exp( --5), OIZ<l, 
a(0) = 3. 
The exact solution is 
u(x,t) = exp 
( 
- 
2-&+t) ’ > 
a(z) = x2 + 22 + 3, 
and 
w(x,i) = 
2 + Z + x2 + (3t2 + P) (3 + 2x + x”) + t (7 + 52 + 3x2) 
(1+ t)z(l + 2t) 
EXAMPLE 2. Identify u(x) and ~(2, t) satisfying: 
w_ + (v(x,t)u)z = (4x)wz)z, O<x<l, o<t<1, 
u(O,t) = 1, 0it<1, 
uz(O,t) = -i (1 + 2exp(-4t)), o<t<1, 
u(x,O) = exp -$ , 
( > 
Olxll, 
u(0) = 1. 
6 
3.5i 
Ax=At 
1 
32 
1 
64 
1 - 
128 
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Table 1. l2 error of a(z) and u(z, t). 
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,:, 111 
0.002 0.01419 0.01401 0.13881 0.01721 
0.005 0.01647 0.01346 0.14152 0.01659 
0.001 0.00664 0.00709 0.07174 0.00958 
0.002 0.00772 0.00644 0.09925 0.01026 
0.005 0.00558 0.00759 0.07329 0.01659 
0.001 0.00099 0.00483 0.05025 0.00487 
0.002 0.00231 0.00597 0.02909 0.00483 
0.005 0.00509 0.00298 0.03818 0.00559 
0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
Figure 1. Example 1. Approximate and exact coefficient. 
Approximate 
. Exact 
0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
Figure 2. Example 2. Approximate and exact coefficient. 
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The exact solution is: 
and 
u(x, t) = exp 
( 
-i (1 + 2exp(-4t))x) , 4~) = w(z), 
exdx) 1 w(z,t)=- 4 - - 5 exp(z - 4t) + 32 exp(4t) 
(2 + exp(4t))2 + 2 + erp(4t) ’ 
Table 1 shows the discrete relative l2 error of a(~) and U(Z, t) for sever? values of E, and Ax 
for each of the examples. 
Note that, in each of the examples, random error with maximum magnitude 6 is added to the 
initial and boundary data. This error is uniformly distributed in [-E, e]. The data in Table 1 
emphasizes the stability and consistency of the marching scheme presented in Section 3.1. One 
can also see that for several choices of small E as Ax and At tend to 0, so does the relative Z2 
error. 
Figures 1 and 2 display the approximate and exact diffusion coefficient when Ax = At = l/128 
and the maximum amount of noise in the data is E = 0.005. 
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